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Spanish Romanticism proved an indelible influence on Granados (1867-1916).  
With typically romantic exclusiveness he took only what he wanted from this basic 
inspiration.  He ignored the satiric violence and turmoil which are so often the other 
side of the romantic coin and focused instead on a world of decorously induced 
passion and sublimated love.   Titles such as Escenas Poeticas and Cartas de Amor, 
Valses Intimos are no less redolent of his shying away from the primitive and sensual 
than the Goyescas, which although infinitely more sophisticated and complex are 
subtle and intimate.  They also suggest that like Chopin, Granados was apt to confide 
his most secretive genius to the piano and its language, whilst primarily lyrical, in no 
way excludes drama or passion.

Granados died young and since, like his compatriot Albéniz, he was a late developer, 
his lack of early and consistent mastery is not surprising. But even his slightest 
compositions, usually written to pay off incessant debts or to placate the demands 
of his youngest enthusiasts, cast a flickering light on his mature compositions.  Often 
rudimentary and impersonal they nonetheless contain traces of local colour and the 
insinuating quality of Granados’s finest works.  Granados took an unusually long time 
to find his artistic identity but the musical journey involved is well worth analysis and 
presentation. 

The Impromptu is dedicated to Frank Marshall, a student of Granados and one of the 
most prominent pianists and teachers of the Catalan school of piano playing.  This 
surely accounts for the music’s richer and more demanding manner than in so many 
of Granados’s morceaux de salon. The opening Allegro assai and appassionato, leads to a 
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Unashamed cartoon music, these two marches are played on this recording by Thomas 
Rajna and his partner…Thomas Rajna, an adroit and entirely valid example of musical 
ingenuity.  Lovers of duets, whether performers or listeners, will hardly need a second 
invitation to participate and join in the military fun and games.

The Escenas Poeticas are aptly named: they are expressive studies evocative of their titles. 
Berceuse - a gentle lullaby, with the dedication “To my only daughter” with the beguiling 
marking amorosamente. Eva and Walter - a misty evocation of The Mastersingers (Listen 
for the ‘Prize Song’) and the exquisite Little Dance of the Rose.

© Bryce Morrison  
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contrasted molto expressivo e meno mosso and here, the three rising phrases followed 
by a single falling one are decidedly Schumannesque. Elaboration of the main material, 
a lento restatement and a final spray of semi-quaver arpeggios conclude this stylish 
composition.

The Seis estudios expresivos suggests a chrysalis stage in Granados’s music.  A set of six 
variations on a theme andante espressivo, the Schumannesque bias is once more evident.   
1) is a rudimentary slow semi-quaver development and 2) is marked by the dotted 
quaver, semi-quaver, quaver rhythm beloved by Schumann in his many huntsman pieces.  
3) is a chorale with a phrase oddly related to Der Leiermann from Schubert’s Winterreise 
whilst 4) is a rumbustious march concluding with a hallucinatory finale taken very 
obviously from Schumann’s Bunte Blätter No. 2. (Brahms’s use of the same material in 
his Variations on a Theme of Schumann is far more a tribute than an act of plagiarism).  
This idea is then extended in étude 2 where the abrupt semi-quaver flights and their 
quaver resolution suggest the influence of Chopin’s C sharp minor Prelude, Op. 28, no. 
10.  Etude 3) is entitled El Caminante (the traveller) and like 4) Pastoral, is more nebulous 
than suggestive.  5) La Ultima Pavana, though inspired by Apeles Mestres’s La condesa 
enferma (the sick countess) is more notable for elaborate verbal indications than for 
any striking musical ideas.   Phrases such as con tirsteza intensa and con dolor intenso 
arouse expectations which are only partly fulfilled.  6) Maria is, by its own confession a 
song without words, romanza sin palabras.

The Marche Militaire has a properly martial call to arms and includes snapping left hand 
triplets, a less energized trio and a self-consciously important coda.  Estudio contains 
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more of Granados’s personal imprint and the fluidity and ease of the writing again 
suggests Fauré.  A frisky double note variation and an andante amorosamente are 
full of stylish cascades and the final whirling quaver triplets lead to a lento espressivo 
conclusion.

The Pequena suite, subtitled “In the garden of Elisenda”, is again prefaced by some 
lines of Apeles Mestres.  But the attractive poem and the dedication of the suite 
to Pablo Casals produce a strangely unpianistic fascination.  The vague orientalism 
suggests a primitive forerunner of Debussy’s Pagodes and one’s sense that the work’s 
glassy, tinkling charm, created by the use of right hand arpeggiated octaves placed 
high on the stave, has an orchestral or chamber ensemble inspiration is confirmed 
by indications such as quartet, clar or harpa.

Paisaje (the countryside) is written in Granados’s most transparent, improvisatory 
style and faint foretastes of the Goyescas are suggested by triplet semi-quaver passage 
work.  It is perhaps unfortunate that such embroidery fails to resuscitate an often 
weak and colourless theme.

The Dos Marchas Militares may not create a euphoric musical experience but they 
are spirited and festive; in short, music for relaxation.  Miniature trumpets and drums 
and a general air of importance and bustle suggest a French influence (Bizet or 
Chabrier) and in the second, lento marciale, the clock work soldiers are given a 
romantic interlude (molto expressivo) before once again receiving their marching 
orders. 
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